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SCOTT HOMSEY TO GAY HOMSEY 
 

EXTRACT 1 

HOMSEY: I just got me (UNINTELLIGIBLE) I mean the good thing is that - let's face it 
better that - have John have it, then someone in the public have it. 

GAY: Well that's true. 

HOMSEY: Alright. 

GAY: I mean if you - if you dropped it somewhere - 

HOMSEY: (INAUDIBLE) 

GAY: He'll do the right thing he's a decent man mate, he'll just tear it up.  I reckon he's 
worth more - 

HOMSEY: You know how some people get jealous they think there's - we got more money 
than them that oh well (UNINTELLIGIBLE) Scotty's done alright now. 

GAY: Yeah but - but Scott I reckon he's worth a mint. 

HOMSEY: Huh? 

GAY: I reckon he's worth a mint. 

HOMSEY: Oh yeah he's got - I mean I think he got a pay out of two fifty or three hundred for 
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his accident if not more. 

GAY: Yeah.  No I think he - he'll do - like you said it's better for him to have it than any - 
somebody else. 

HOMSEY: Well I hope - yeah - well I'm hoping he (INAUDIBLE) - alright then I'm coming 
up to get me pants.  Bye. 

GAY: Righto.   

END OF EXTRACT 
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